
A NOTICEABLE DIFFERENCE

Safety, Service, Security, Staff and Savings
Polaris Aviation Solutions implements five basic practices that make us different...

Safety - unparalleled
We are committed to the highest standard in safety and training. Our leadership in the aviation management and charter industry is 
proven through the implementation of our comprehensive safety of flight mitigation and safety management systems, which are 
ISBAO compliant.  Our aggressive approach to safety management sets the benchmark in corporate aviation.

Service
We are committed to providing unsurpassed customer service. Unlike many other management companies, we understand that each 
company has its own set of requirements that mandate a different set of solutions. Each partnership is custom tailored to a program 
that will meet all of your distinct needs.

Security in Maintenance - your asset is our concern
Value and quality are not skin deep at Polaris Aviation Solutions. Our professional staff of technicians takes pride in assuring that each 
aircraft is maintained to the highest standards known in the industry. Meticulous daily checks and scheduled inspections aid in provid-
ing a level of service unmatched in the aviation community. An impeccable record of safety and reliability are the product of a 
dedicated team of people whose main concern is your comfort and satisfaction.

Staff
We recruit, select, and recommend a staff with verified credentials, extensive experience, and superior performance, utilizing our 
internal recruiting procedures. We  then establish a team of dedicated and professional flight crew, flight coordinators, accounting 
staff, and a company officer dedicated to your safety, security, and satisfaction. Our commitment to our staff is essential to ensuring 
that they feel a part of a rewarding and challenging environment that promotes excellence, respect, and teamwork.

Savings
We reduce your operating cost through our strategic partnership and resources which provides considerable savings in fuel, 
insurance, training and employee wages. We will also take a personal look at your needs versus cost and submit options to help save 
money and maximize your time. To further offset the costs, we offer charter capabilities that will generate revenue while lowering your 
cost of ownership in addition to the Polaris FlexFee Program.  FlexFee offers you a credit against the monthly fixed management fee 
for each charter hour flown, with the ability to bring that management fee all the way down to $0.


